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Moiar absorptivities of some polysilanes 

The chromophoric, and patticularI_v the uItra\-ioIet. properties of poIysiIanes 
provide a useful means of identification and characterization in the fiefd of organo- 
silicon chemkt rr.l-3 -4s reported ezrlier in a study of full)- permethylated straight- _ 

chain pol@kmes, the position of maximum absorption and the molar absorptivity 

increase re,-uiarIy with increasing chain Iength”. The conjugated system is also Iength- 

ened b_v replacement of a methyl group with substituents such its phenyl or \-inyl 

which increase the i-,,, and mo!ar absorptivity”. This apparently occurs through 
overlap with theirrrelectron system and the LorbitaIs of the pal>-s&me_ Howe\-er, 

it was pre\-iously reported that replacing the methyl *groups with chlorine atoms had 

litde effect on the ultra\-io!et spectra?. 
In our continued investigation on new type-i of organosilicon poI!-mers our 

studies indicate that Iitt!e or no change is obsen-ed in the i,,, of permethylated 

polysiknes containing various subjtituents in the terminal poGti0n.s. However, 

differences of an apparently regular nature are obsen-ed in the molar absorptix-it>-. 
11-e ha\-e determined the ultra\-iolet spectra of several compounds in the homologous 

series _X-:S(CH,!...,-X. where S = CI or H and -in = 2 to 6 (Ref. q)_ The CC,-- 
dkubstituted octarneth>-Itetrasilanes in TabIe I are presented to illustrate this 
phenomenon_ The effect of the termina1 substituent wan found to be consistent in its 
behal-ior wi: h x-arying chain lengths of 2 to 6 atoms. This is demonstrated for the 

_X-+(CH$2:,-_ X series, where S = H or Cl and IL = z to 6. in Tables z, 3, and q_ 

An cscep;ion is noted in hes,amethyIdisiIanc (E = S,~oo-,‘.;23oj~ and octameth\-l- 
triiilane (E = gozoj’ who_;e reported moIar absorptivities are the onI>- ones greater 
than the correqwnding dichloro- homologs, I .z-dichIorotetramethr_1dijiianc (E = 

3.~~5) and r&dichIorohesameth~-ItrkiIanc (E = S.f5roj. 

The observed efkcts might well be expected became differences in poIarit?- of 
each of thee cornpour&, due to the inductive effects of the te_rminaI atom or group, 
conld effect ekcctron transitions throughout the chain. _A question arises concerning 
the direction of the inducti\-e effect of the x,w-substituents. PosGbIc positive inducti\-e 

efkcts caused b>- hyperconjugation of ill-drogen or methyl groups, participation of 

non-bonding electrons of chIorine or negati\-e inductive effect5 b,zcd on electro- 

negativit>- diterences ma>- al1 contribute to transitions involving empt)- d-orbit& of 
the silane chain. XI of the substituents or groups attached to silicon in thk study 
ha\-e an eIectrone#i\-it\- x-zlue greater than that of silicon (H, 2.1; C, 2.5; CI, 3-o; 
5. IS on the Pa*&ng scdej~_ Comparkon of the molar absorbtivit\- values reported 

shows that repIacement of terminal meth>-I groups with h>-drogen decrease% the mo!ar 

absor$i\-ity_ The replacement of terrninaI meth>-I groups with chlorine increases the 

molar absorpti7;rt!-_ Based on the assigned electronegative vaIues of the atoms, it 
appears that the molar absorptivit>- of the poI>-sifane increases witlr increasing electro- 
nqpti\-iit_v of the terminal substituent. 

However. we cannot relate inductive effecti, which are referred to as eiectro- 
static action transmitted through chains of atoms6. directly to electronegatix-it- \-ahxes 

of the atoms. _A methvl group ma>- be a greater electron donor than a hydrogen atom 

regardless of the elekronegativity vaiues. -1 recent study on the measure of the 
ekctron-releasing power of the trimethyIsiIy1 coup hs been reported:. The electron- 
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dozor properties of highly electronegative atoms adjacent to sihcon, such as oxygen 
or chlorine. ha\-e also been pr&ousQ- s~,ggeste&~. 

B\- corwention, groups which are more powerful ektron attractors than the 
hydrogen atoms are _id to exhibit negati-c-e (--I) effects, whereas those which are 
poorer ekctron attractors than hydrogen dispfat_ positive inductive (+-I) effect*. 
However, most _poi+knes are substituted with organic groups rather than hydrogen 
as in carbon chemist=. The present series studied consists of an increasing number 
of dimeth~-kiI$ene u&s in which the polar;‘t>- of the siticon-methyl bonds in the fully 
permeth_vlated series are symmetrical or ~UiVaiPni. I.-.‘~ing thij series for a relative 
value a +I e&xt woufd be eshibited by a terminaI hydrogen attached to silicon 
while a --I effect would be &played b>- chlorine_ This observation would be based 
on the assumption that the molar absorptivity decreases with an increasing positive 
inductive effect of the substitucnt relative to a methyl group and increases with 
increasing negative inducti\-e KAI~~ relative to a methyl group. It would appear that 
further data from a \-ariety of substituents preckdes any formal assignment of the 
directive effects of the terminal substituenti and their influence on the electron 
tmnsitions involved in the ultraviolet exit&ions of the poI!-silane molecule. Further 
investigations are being made in this direction_ 

Thk r-arch was supported in part by the United States _Sir Force under 
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Laborator&, Wright -Air Development Center, I\-right-Patterson _WB. Ohio. 

A new route to trihaZogenometfiyfmetaIIic compounds: 

tributykrichtoromethykin. 

The exchange of groups S and k’ between a met&ic compound X-X and an 
acceptor rnokcule _k=B-I* can be brought about bg- the addition-elimination process 
shou?z in eqation 1. 

M-X + X-3-Y + .\I-A-B;; _ + x---Y f A==%s (1) 
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